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Course Description 
 
Looking to artists of the postmodern and contemporary eras, students will begin to think about painting and 
drawing using diverse materials. Beginning with collage, students will make work using materials other than 
traditional painting and drawing media. Furthermore, students will be encouraged to think of painting and 
drawing in terms of physical space and installation. 
 
This course is structured in three sections: Collage, Assemblages/Objects, and Installation. Beginning with 
collage, students will begin to think about image creation, continue with a three-dimensional representation 
of the image, and finally create an installation. The structure serves to guide the thought process from two 
dimensions to the consideration of an entire physical space.  
 
Textbooks 
There are no textbooks required for this course, but readings will be assigned or recommended throughout 
the semester. You are required to purchase supplies for this course. 
 
Supplies 
To be discussed with the instructor. 
 
Schoology 
Schoology.com is an educational online platform for sharing assignments, grades, tracking attendance, and 
sharing any other pertinent information, articles, or announcements. It is a free app that can be downloaded 
to your mobile device, and you can also access the website on your computer. All students are required to 
create an account in the first week of class. It is the student’s responsibility to check Schoology regularly. 
Note that all assignments, lectures, grading rubrics, and attendance records are posted for students to track 
their progress. 
 
Goals and Objectives of Collage and Mixed Media 
 
Course Outcomes: 
Students will: 

· Create collages using found images, found materials, painting, drawing, and other processes 
· Make objects/assemblages based on one of the collages 
· Create an installation based on one of the object/assemblages 
· Explore diverse materials and processes of combining them with painting and drawing media 
· Explore the expressive possibilities of various media, including alternative approaches to making 

two- and, at times, three-dimensional artworks 



· Demonstrate problem-solving, development of ideas, selectivity, and purposeful reflective 
judgment 

· Demonstrate understanding of the relationship between form and content 
 
Course Requirements: 
 
There will be in-class work, discussions and critques, out-of-class homework assignments, and a mid-term 
and final portfolio review. Students will be required to participate in class discussions and critiques. 
Students must bring their own supplies to class. Any missed assignments must be discussed with the 
instructor, but can be made up and must be present at the final review. Students will keep a sketchbook to 
record ideas, visual and verbal notations, and demonstration notes. These sketchbooks must be brought to 
mid-term and final critiques. 
 
Learning Strategies: 

- Technical demonstrations will be provided if needed 
- Lectures/Slide Lectures of art historical and contemporary artists and practices 
- Independent studio time with individual consultations 
- Group critiques 
- Integration of Schoology.com 

 
Art Department Learning Outcomes: 
Complete list is available on MySiena. 
 
Grading Policy: 
Student work will be assessed at the completion of each unit. 
 
Collage     25% 
Assemblage/ Object   25% 
Installation    25% 
Overall Participation and Attendance 25% 
 
Grading Scale: 
 
Perfect  A+ 10/10 
The assignment is completed thoroughly with thorough demonstration of skill and knowledge and with no 
errors. 
Thorough A  9/10 
The assignment is completed thoroughly with thorough demonstration of skill and knowledge and no 
significant errors. 
Sufficient B  8/10 
The assignment is completed sufficiently with sufficient demonstration of skill and knowledge, with few 
significant errors. 
Some  C  7/10  
Some engagement with the assignment is evident. 
Little   D  6/10 
Little engagement with the assignment is evident. 
None   E  from 5/10 to 0/10 
No evidence of learning is evident. 
 
 
Attendance/Lateness Policy: 
 
Class attendance is required and attendance will be considered as part of your final grade. More than two 
unexcused absences during the semester will adversely affect your grade. Absences include missing 
class; attending class but not working; leaving class and not returning without prior explanation; not working 
until the end of class; excessive lateness, or being more than 15 minutes late without prior explanation. 
Grades will decrease 1/2 grade for each absence thereafter. Lateness is not an acceptable behavior. Being 
late twice will equal 1/2 absence and 4 will equal one absence. Be on time and be prepared to work. 



 
Attendance counts as the participation portion of your grade. All students are required to notify the instructor 
prior to an absence if it is to be excused. All athletes must give prior notification of a missed class due to 
competition and must make arrangements to make up the work. 
 
Studio Work Time Policy: 
 
You are required to spend at least three hours per week outside of scheduled studio time doing journal work 
and finishing studio assignments. 
 
Cell Phone Policy: 
 
Please refrain from using your phone during class, unless you are using it to play communal music, or 
conduct research. Texting, phone calls, and browsing social media are distractions and are not permitted 
while you’re working. 
 
Simple precautions and good studio habits prevent potential hazards. These are the studio rules: 
 
Use only a SMALL container of medium/thinner with a sealable lid. 
Brushes are not to be left standing in solvent. 
Excess paint on brushes is to be removed with a rag. 
Smoking is NEVER allowed. 
NEVER throw paints or turpenoid down the drain; they pollute the water supply. 
Put old solvents in specified receptacles. 
No spray paints are to be used in the painting studio (there are spray booths in the sculpture and ceramics 
studios). 
No sanding of dry paint or working with loose pigment. 
Only turpenoid or odorless thinner is to be used. 
Wash paint from hands before eating, drinking, or smoking. 
Use soap to clean brushes and hands. 
Do not use solvents to clean brushes or skin. 
Keep turpenoid in covered containers at all times. 
 
All painting materials should be kept out of reach of children, pregnant women should not work with solvent 
based paints, and no one should sleep in a work space where solvents are exposed. 
 
With proper care, understanding and respect of our materials we can all work safely and productively. 
 
For more detailed information please read Artist Beware or Health Hazards Manual for Artists by Michael 
McCann, Ph.D. 
 
Diversity and Disability Statement: 
 
Our institution values diversity and inclusion; we are committed to a climate of mutual respect and full 
participation. Our goal is to create learning environments that are usable, equitable, inclusive and 
welcoming. If there are aspects of the instruction or design of this course that result in barriers to your 
inclusion or accurate assessment or achievement, please notify the instructor as soon as possible. Students 
with disabilities are also welcome to contact the Office of Accessibility (517) 264-7683 or Laura Lyall 
(coordinator) at llyall@sienaheights.edu to discuss a range of options to removing barriers in the course, 
including accommodations. This process is initiated and driven by the student. It is to your advantage to 
begin the process in a timely manner, since accommodations are not retroactive. Grades earned before 
verification of a disability by the Office of Accessibility will not be changed. 
 
Academic Dishonesty Policy: 
 
Any form of academic dishonesty, as defined in the 2012-2014 Siena Heights University Catalog, page 326, 
will result in the student failing this course.  A pdf of the catalog is available on-line at: 
http://www.sienaheights.edu/About/DepartmentsOffices/RegistrarsOffice/AcademicCatalogs.aspx  
You are responsible for upholding the standards described in this policy even if you have never read it. 



Schedule 
 
Weeks 1-3: Collage 
Discussion: 
Why collage, Cubist collage / Futurist collage, Dada and Surrealism, examples of contemporary collage 
 
Assignment: 8 Collages 
Respond to each prompt with 2 collages: 1) postcard-sized, 2) 60”x40” or larger 
 
1. Construct a flat image (either figurative or abstract). 
2. Assemble a composite image using pictures taken from at least 5 different sources. 
3. Generate an image that uses collage and other processes. 
4. Produce an image whose primary quality is tactility. 
 
Week 4: Critique 
 
Weeks 5-8: Assemblages / Objects 
Discussion: 
Judd-The Specific Object, Assemblage, Process and Duration / Time and Space 
 
Assignment: 4 Objects 
Based on one of the collages you have produced, make 4 objects, 2 of which are no larger than 1’ x 1’ x1’, 
and 2 of which are no smaller than 39” x 39” x39” 
 
1. Produce a relief (wall supported object using one material). 
2. Create a 3-dimensional, free-standing object (painted white, gray, or black). 
3. Create a 3-dimensional, free-standing object and paint it as you wish. 
4. Create a 3-dimensional, free-standing object using diverse materials. 
 
Week 9: Critique 
 
Weeks 10-14 
Discussion: 
Allan Kaprow, Thomas Crow, Architecture and Installation 
 
Assignment: Installation 
Installation can be site-specific, environmental, or architectural. Any and all material may be used—light, 
sound, odor, etc. 
 
1. Propose three installations based on one of the object / assemblages you have produced (1 page for 
each proposal and supporting sketches). 
2. Create a collage representation of the installation. 
3. Produce a model to scale of the installation (model should be 24” at least in one dimension). 
4. Photograph the model. 
5. Build the installation. 
 
Week 15-16: Final Critiques and Installation 


